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opinions, nay wrote whole dialogues, when they chanced to in-
terest him. But unhappily by this means he held fast the false
no less firmly than the true; he dwelt far too long on one idea,
particularly when it was of an aphoristic shape; and thus he left
his natural mode of thought and action, and frequently took foreign
lights for his loadstars* Aurelia's bitterness, and Laertes's cold
contempt for men, warped his judgment oftener than they should
have done: but no one, in his present case, would have been so
dangerous as Jarno, a man whose clear intellect could form a just
and rigorous decision about present things; but who erred withal
in enunciating these particular decisions with a kind of universal
application; whereas, in truth, the judgments of the understand-
ing are properly of force but once, and that in the strictest cases,
and become inaccurate in some degree when applied to any other.
Thus Wilhelm, striving to become consistent with himself,
was deviating farther and farther from wholesome consistency;
and this confusion made it easier for his passions to employ their
whole artillery against him, and thus still farther to perplex his
views of duty.
Serlo did not fail to take advantage of the late tidings : and
in truth he daily had more reason to be anxious about some fresh
arrangement of his people. Either he must soon renew his old
contracts; a measure he was not specially fond of, for several of
his actors, who reckoned themselves indispensable, were growing
more and more arrogant; or else he must entirely new-model and
reform his company; which plan he looked upon as preferable.
Though he did not personally importune our friend, he set
Aurelia and Philina on him: and the other wanderers, longing
for some kind of settlement, on their side gave Wilhelm not a
moment's rest; so that he stood hesitating in his choice, in no
slight embarrassment, till he should decide. Who would have
thought that a letter of Werner's, written with quite different
views, should have forced him on resolving ? We shall omit the
introduction, and give the rest of it with little alteration.
chapter II.
"— IT was therefore, and it always must be, right for every
one, on any opportunity, to follow his vocation and exhibit his ac-
tivity. Scarcely had the good old man been gone a quarter of an

